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Key challenge for telcos: Software Defined Networks + 
Network Function Virtualisation in future infrastructure
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Decoupling + Programmability + Centralisation + Orchestration
Basically a large distributed computing platform built on commoditised hardware.
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Satellite QKD use-case: securing the network control 
plane

Securing the management plane for part of an end-to-end network where the ‘in-band’ 
signalling transits a third-party unsecured network.

Securing the management plane extending into the end-user domain where the ‘in-band’ 
signalling transits a third-party unsecured network.
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Notes:
End-user = individual end-user, an end-user network such as a LAN.
Wireless N/W = fixed wireless access or satellite.

Key:
Network path (fibre and/or copper).
Network path (wireless).
Network management path
Q key provision.
Secured path.
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Satellite QKD challenges and issues to address

• Market analysis

• Service definitions

• Solution architectures

• Business models and value 
chains

• Operational principles

• Service integration

• End-to-end implementation

• Technology elements

• PoC demonstration

• Operational performance

Two SDN node architecture examples for the end to end encryption

using QKD case. Note how the SDN agent is a client to the QKD system,

using symmetric keys produced by QKD devices. To the upper layers this

allows to view the infrastructure layer with QKD in the same way that a

VPN is seen: all data travelling through the selected classical channels is

seamlessly cyphered, without having to work out any ad-hoc compatibility

solution.*

* Extract from: Quantum-Aware Software Defined Networks, paper presented to the European Conference on Optical Communications in September 2016 

Example QKD architectures

Potential satellite element
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BT proposition

• Development of a global satellite QKD 
overlay platform integrated with 
terrestrial telco operations

• What BT can bring:
– Market insight: Over 5,500 multinational 

companies in 180 countries worldwide, 
including finance, government, defence, 
mining, oil & gas and telecoms;

– Security expertise: UK Ministry of Defence;  
financial sector - £250 billion of transactions 
flow over our networks and we secure 20 
million card payments every day; over 2,500 
security professionals globally; 14 global 
security operations centres;

– Service expertise: delivering services in 198 
countries with >4,900 PoPs around the world; 

– Research facilities and expertise: Adastral
Park NFV/SDN test-bed, one of the largest 
network test & integration facilities in Europe, 
and network operations centre; a node on the 
UK National Dark Fibre Infrastructure Service 
enabling quantum experiments; Madley Earth 
Station complex connected to a global earth 
station network.

• What BT is looking for:
– Satellite technology expertise: in optical and 

QKD technologies to determine the art of the 
possible and how it can support different 
solution architectures;

– Satellite operations expertise: to determine 
how to integrate telco and satellite service 
delivery and management;

– Development and trial partners: from PoC
technology demonstration to in-orbit trials 
and pilots;

– Key target markets: telecoms infrastructure; 
finance, government, defence, mining, oil & 
gas.

– A long-term strategic outlook.

• BT is open to working with different 
partners in different programmes:
– Complementary programmes in ESA, EC and 

the UK will address different issues in 
different domains;

– One size does not fit all challenges.
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